
Kyra Roest joins Burst as Head of Business
22 AUGUST 2016, AMSTERDAM

SUMMARY

Kyra Roest joins Burst as Head of Business. She will be in charge of accounts such as Hero,

Organix, Old Amsterdam and Mentos.

As of today, Kyra Roest is responsible for a range of global accounts at digital production agency
Burst as Head of Business. She will now be in charge of accounts such as Hero, Organix, Old
Amsterdam and Mentos.

Kyra has previously held a similar position as partner at Dare to Difr, prior to which she was a partner
at Bohemia Amsterdam. Before that, she built her career at a number of other firms, including The
Valley, Isobar and Roorda.

“For me, this is the logical next step,” says Roest. “My appointment as VP Area Director Europe IAA
earlier this year and my international network put me in a position to help Burst and its current clients
achieve their goals. My international perspective and networking skills are things I have already been
leveraging at other organisations, like Embassy of Dutch Creativity. It’s the kind of work I really love.”

“We’re very happy with Kyra’s arrival! We are confident that she can really help Burst with its
continued international expansion,” says Hans Maltha (CEO). “Our ambition is clear: within the next
three years, we want to triple in size and open offices abroad, in order to keep up with our clients’
demands. That’s why we’re excited to have Kyra adding her experience and network to Burst to help
us achieve these ambitions.”
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ABOUT BURST

Burst is a leading digital agency with Dutch roots, experienced in blending business, data, creativity and
technology. We successfully work together with global clients from different industries like Chupa Chups,
Davidoff, Natuurmonumenten, Mentos, Rijksmuseum and Takeda. In the last two consecutive years Burst is
chosen as the number one Dutch digital agency.
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